Fabric Dailies

Designed by Bethany Fuller of Grace’s Dowry Quilts
Featuring the Quilt Girl Collection by Whistler Studios
Size: 30” Square

Check www.windhamfabrics.com Free Project section to see if there are any pattern updates before you start your quilt project
Fabric Dailies
Designed by Bethany Fuller of Grace’s Dowry Quilts
Featuring the Quilt Girl Collection by Whistler Studios
Size: 30” Square

37315-X 37316-X 37317-1 37317-2

Red Solid 35370-2

Fabric Requirements:
Solid Red - 3/4 yd
Solid Black 35370-2 - 1/2 yd (includes binding)
37315-X Multi - 1 yd
37316-X Multi, 37317-1 Black, 37317-2 Red - 1/4 yd each
1 yd backing

Cutting Instructions

From both 37317-1 & 2, cut:
   3 – 3 3/4” x 4 1/2” rectangles
   2 – 2 1/8” squares
From 37316-X, cut:
   5 – 3 3/4” x 4 1/2” rectangles
   3 – 2 1/8” squares
From solid red, cut:
   1 – 24 1/2” square
   22 – 1 ¾” x 1 7/8” rectangles
   2 – 4 ½” squares
   6 – 2 1/8” squares
From 37315-X, a 30” square. Set aside for later.
From solid black, cut:
   4 – 1 ½” strips for outer border
   4 – 2 ½” strips for binding

WINDHAM FABRICS
Piecing Instructions:

From the 2 1/8” squares of the 3 prints and the solid red, make Half Square Triangles. Draw a line diagonally on the wrong side of all the red solid squares. Pair with a print square. Sew ¼” on both sides of the drawn line, then cut apart and press seam to one side. These should measure 1 3/4” unfinished. Trim if necessary.

Using the coordinating large rectangles and solid red rectangles, make the blocks. Sew a red 1 ¾” x 1 7/8” rectangle to opposite sides of a half square triangle. Then sew this unit to the long side of a coordinating large rectangle.

When these blocks are completed, sew them along adjacent sides of the 24 ½” solid red square, using the photo to know where to place the blank red 4 ½” squares.

Add solid black borders, measuring carefully to make sides even.

Time to get artistic! Lay your pieced quilt out flat. Put your 30” cartoon square on top and draw a cartoon starburst, extending the points into the blank red squares and the black border.

Cut out on your line and machine applique the starburst to the quilt.

Quilt, bind and enjoy!

For questions about this quilt, please contact Bethany Fuller at: bethanyfuller@gmail.com

Be sure to visit www.windhamfabrics.com to see the complete collection and to download other Free Projects